This paper concerns the drag-free and attitude control (DFAC) of the European Gravity field and steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer satellite (GOCE), during the science phase. GOCE aims to determine the Earth's gravity field with high accuracy and spatial resolution, through complementary space techniques such as gravity gradiometry and precise orbit determination. Both techniques rely on accurate attitude and drag-free control, especially in the gradiometer measurement bandwidth (5mHz to 100mHz), where non-gravitational forces must be counteracted down to micronewton, and spacecraft attitude must track the local orbital reference frame with micro-radian accuracy. DFAC aims to enable the gravity gradiometer to operate so as to determine the Earth's gravity field especially in the so-called measurement bandwidth (5mHz to 100mHz), making use of ion and micro-thruster actuators. The DFAC unit has been designed entirely on a simplified discrete-time model (Embedded Model) derived from the fine dynamics of the spacecraft and its environment; the relevant control algorithms are implemented and tuned around the Embedded Model, which is the core of the control unit. The DFAC has been tested against uncertainties in spacecraft and environment and its code has been the preliminary model for final code development. The DFAC assumes an allpropulsion command authority, partly abandoned by the actual GOCE control system because of electric micropropulsion not being fully developed. Since all-propulsion authority is expected to be imperative for future scientific and observation missions, design and simulated results are believed to be of interest to the space community.
Introduction: the GOCE mission
The scientific goal of the European space mission Gravity Field and Steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE) is to determine the stationary gravity field U, i.e. gravity anomalies ( ) , g Δ θ λ down to 1 mGal (=10 μm/s 2 ), and geoid heights ( ) , N θ λ down to 1 cm, over the Earth's surface defined by latitude θ and longitude λ at a spatial resolution better than 100 km. The geoid is defined as the gravity equipotential surface approximating an ideal ocean surface at rest, known as the mean sea level (Figure 1 ). The geoid heights N refer to an Earth's reference ellipsoid and range from about -100 to 100 m. The geoid is the reference surface for all topography on land, ice and ocean. Earth's geoid and gravity anomaly
The gravity anomaly is the difference between the magnitude ( ) (Figure 1 ). Gravity anomalies are the surface mirror of the Earth's interior processes. Geoid heights and gravity anomalies [1] , [16] , are related to the Earth's gravitational potential U, which can be expanded into complex spherical harmonics ( ) 
where R is the mean Earth radius, μ is the Earth gravitational constant, r R h = + , and h is the geodetic height.
According to [4] , the traditional techniques of gravity field determination have reached their intrinsic limits. Any advances must rely on space techniques, because only they can provide global, regular and dense data sets of high and uniform quality. This concept has lead to space missions like the U.S. GRACE [2] , the German CHAMP [3] and the European GOCE. The latter will implement three main concepts.
1) Precise orbit determination by satellite-to-satellite tracking. A low-Earth orbiter is equipped with a 12 channel receiver for the U.S. Global Positioning System (GPS). Taking their orbits and the GPS measurements of the low-Earth orbiter, the orbit of the spacecraft can be monitored to cm-precision without interruption. Satellite-to-satellite techniques are limited by the progressive attenuation of the gravitational field at satellite altitudes, which impedes the attainment of high spatial resolution. According to [4] at a low-Earth orbiter altitude 250 km h = the signal-tonoise ratio attains unity in the harmonic expansion of Eq. (1) around degree n=75, corresponding to a halfwavelength on the Earth's surface of about / 2 250 km E λ = .
2) Satellite gravity gradiometry. An on-board gradiometer measures the components of the gravity gradient tensor ( ) 2 , , U r θ λ = ∇ U exploiting the classical differential approach to elucidate the effect of small-scale features. In this way, GOCE, the first gradiometry space mission, is expected to attain a unitary signal-to-noise ratio at a degree 300 n > in Eq. (1), i.e. at a half-wavelength / 2 70 km E λ < .
3) Drag-free and attitude control (DFAC). To extract gravity field components from orbit and gradiometer measurements, non-gravitational forces must be compensated by a drag-free control mechanism (see [5] , [6] , [7] [15], [18] , [20] , and [21] ), and the spacecraft attitude must be accurately aligned to the local orbital reference frame (LORF), to which gravity measurements will be referred.
Satellite gradiometry and precise orbit determination by satellite-to-satellite tracking are complementary. By means of orbit determination it is possible to reconstruct the lower harmonics of the gravity field, while gradiometry provides better performance at medium and high harmonics. The intersection is somewhere close to 15 n = in Eq. (1), according to the analysis reported in [4] . This leads to the definition of a Measurement Bandwidth (MBW) for the gradiometer measurements,
i.e. the frequency region in which the measurement accuracy of the gravity gradient U has to be maximized. In 
The launch is planned to take place in autumn 2008 and the overall mission will last at least 20 months. To reduce the thermosphere 2 drag, the mission will take place during the early ascending leg of the solar activity cycle, whose minimum is foreseen to occur in the year 2007. The gradiometer measurements are planned to be collected in two or three phases of 6 months each.
The Gravity Gradiometer
The gravity gradiometer, developed by ONERA, France (see [23] ), is an ensemble of three pairs of three-axial (3D) electrostatic accelerometers A i (Figure 2 ). In each accelerometer a 0.32 kg proof mass is electro-statically suspended and actively positioned and aligned at the centre of a cage by means of voltages applied to electrodes machined on the 
DFAC technology and design steps
The paper illustrates the design methodology and the relevant simulated results of the attitude and drag free control unit, designed and tested during the design phase as a prototype for the final code development by the prime contractor.
Drag-free and attitude control aims to enable the gradiometer to operate for the mission's scientific goals during the sixmonth operational phases. Planned or fault-driven transitions from/to other control operations are not treated here (see [8] ). The DFAC technology is based on the following actuators and sensors.
1) A pair of ion thrusters, in cold redundancy, for along-track drag compensation (single-axis control).
2) Eight micro-thrusters, either electrical or cold-gas, for attitude tracking and compensation of lateral nongravitational forces and torque disturbances (five-axis control). In the early design stages electrical propulsion was selected instead of cold-gas to meet the low noise constraint 3 (Section 4.3).
3) Gravity gradiometer for linear and angular acceleration measurement.
4)
Two satellite-to-satellite (GPS) receivers, in cold redundancy, for the reference attitude determination from spacecraft CoM position and velocity.
5)
Two star-tracker units, in cold redundancy, for attitude determination.
Sampling rate, range, digital resolution in number of bits and the time-step symbol of each control device are reported in Table 2 . The following control issue follows from the same Table. Control Issue 1. A multi-rate control has to be designed. Star tracker units 2Hz
NA NA (*) The range appears critical also for the forthcoming electrical micro-propulsion.
NA = not applicable
The DFAC was designed and implemented as an Embedded Model Control, a model/observer based design methodology inspired by [10] and treated in [11] (see also [22] ). The design focal point is the construction of the discrete-time embedded model of the spacecraft to be controlled, and of the environment disturbance to be rejected. The model is embedded in the control unit, as the core of measurement and control algorithms.
Accordingly, the main design steps are the following.
1) Definition of drag-free and attitude control requirements in terms of some performance variables, derivation of sensor and actuator dynamics and noise, formulation of the class of the disturbance to be rejected (Section 4).
2) Construction of the Embedded (or design) Model made by the controllable and disturbance dynamics, to be observable from the measures. Formulation of the control problems in terms of performance variables and, only for attitude control, definition of the reference trajectories of the controllable state variables (Section 5).
3) Design of the attitude trajectory generator providing the local orbital reference frame (LORF); design of the state predictor and eigenvalue tuning to guarantee 'spacecraft' closed-loop stability against neglected dynamics. First eigenvalue tuning might take advantage of simple input-output operators of the modelling errors (Section 6).
4)
Design of the DFAC algorithms in the form of state-feedback loops on the Embedded Model. Optimal drag-free and attitude command allocation to ion and micro-thruster assembly (Section 7).
5)
Performance and robustness tests on the simulated spacecraft and environment (Section 8).
In the literature, drag-free and attitude control has been approached in the frequency domain, either employing H ∞ methodology (see [5] [12], [18] , [20] and [21] ) or simple PID strategies as in [13] . The frequency domain approach is attractive, because DFAC requirements are expressed in the same domain. The proposed formulation is mainly based on discrete-time state equations according to the cited methodology. Time-domain is essential for simulation and straightforward control algorithm design, implementation, set-up and testing. At first glance, it may appear to contrast with DFAC requirements as well as with disturbance classes, which are often formulated in the frequency domain through suitable PSD 4 (see Table 3 and Figure 5 ), but the latter can be profitably converted to time domain (see Section 5).
Control requirements and sensor/actuator dynamics and noise
This section illustrates the DFAC requirements which are referred to local orbital frame, as well as spacecraft dynamics and perturbations. Some details about sensor and actuator dynamics and noise are also provided. The resulting dynamic model to be simulated will be referred throughout as the 'fine model', as opposed to the design model.
Reference frames and control requirements
The inertial frame of the mission is the J2000 Equatorial Reference Frame 
Assuming circular orbit (eccentricity 0.005 ε < ), O e can be shown to be related to position and velocity estimation errors Δr and Δv through is then defined by the body-to-LORF transformation
are the usual roll, pitch and yaw rotations. The body frame is assumed to coincide with the gradiometer frame to which acceleration measurements are referred. Table 3 and derived from the gradiometer error allocation in Table 1 , concern:
DFAC requirements, reported in
1) the residual non-gravitational CoM acceleration in body frame, 2) the spacecraft angular acceleration a = a ω and the angular rate The symbols of the corresponding PSD are listed in Table 3 : the underlined symbols, e.g. a S , denote the target bounds, which are shown in Figure 5 and are common to all components, whereas a second subscript, e.g. / 2 As Table 3 and Figure 5 show, the most stringent requirements refer to MBW (solid lines in Figure 5 Piecewise PSD of the GOCE drag-free and attitude requirements.
The main control issue follows.
Control Issue 2. The DFAC must guarantee the target requirements as in Table 3 andFigure 5, under expected spacecraft and environment uncertainties.
4.2
Spacecraft dynamics and perturbations
Orbital and attitude state equations
The spacecraft motion is the combination of the inertial CoM orbital motion r and of the attitude q with respect to the LORF. The state equations of the spacecraft CoM motion are the following:
In Eq. (10),
r is the gravity acceleration converted into inertial coordinates by the Earth-fixed-to-inertial transformation E R , d F is the body vector of the environment forces (mainly thermosphere drag and wind), F is the body force actuated by the command thrusters, l a is the residual non-gravitational acceleration in body coordinates to be zeroed by DFAC, 1150kg m ≅ is the spacecraft mass. Drag-free control is only concerned with the last equation, written in body frame. The whole CoM dynamics in (10) is the basis for the LORF real-time estimation from GPS measurements.
The attitude kinematics equation is obtained by expressing the angular rate Δω in body coordinates and is given by
Under attitude control and neglecting coarse pointing not treated here, Eq. (11) can be simplified to be linear less higher order terms ( )
which are significant to simulation but not to design, i.e.
Finally, the attitude dynamic equation is given by
together with the following notations. 
2) C is the body-coordinate command torque which is actuated by the micro-thrusters.
3) D is the total environment torque in body coordinates, defined by
4)
d C includes thermosphere drag and wind torques.
5)
g C is the gravity gradient torque, which depends on the gravity gradient tensor O U . Neglecting the products of inertia and linearizing around 0 = q leads to the approximation
6) m C , the magnetic torque, is the effect of the spacecraft magnetic dipole moment μ , mainly due to ion-thruster current, coupled with the Earth's magnetic field E b as follows
Note the gravity gradient torque (16) makes pitch angle y q locally unstable forcing the slender satellite to align with local Earth's gravity. Stability with respect to LORF is guaranteed by attitude control. To increase survivability, local stability is passively reinforced by tail fins, ensuring pitch to remain within fractions of a radian, which is sufficient for one-week survival (see [22] ).
Environment forces and torques
Three environment fields have important effects on the GOCE satellite motion:
1) the Earth gravitational potential U and its anomalies (n>1 in Eq. (1)) determining the spacecraft orbit, under dragfree conditions, and the gravity gradient torque g C ,
2) the thermosphere density and velocity field (wind) which couples with the orbital velocity v and the attitude q yielding the drag force d F and torque d C ,
3) the Earth magnetic field E b which couples with the spacecraft magnetic dipole moment μ , yielding the magnetic torque m C .
Other perturbations like luni-solar gravitation and solar pressure have minor effects. It is outside the scope of this paper to deal with the fine models of gravity, drag and magnetic perturbations. A first issue is that these models should be accurate enough in a frequency region from DC to / 2 5Hz c f = , to test DFAC performances in a realistic manner.
Therefore large-scale models have been integrated with small-scale ones, such as those accounting for small-scale thermosphere density variations [24] . A second concern stems from environment and spacecraft uncertainties. For instance, delayed launch, as will certainly occur, may severely affect drag magnitude, since this closely depends on solar activity. In addition, excessive drag magnitude might not be compatible with electrical propulsion. Uncertainty has been approached by defining nominal and worst-case perturbations and spacecraft. The performed analysis has shown that worst-case conditions do not affect accuracy performance but increase average and peak thrust, raising Control Table 3 and in Figure 5 , and repeated in Figure 6 , raises the following Control Issue. (2)) is needed to compensate the along-track thermosphere drag dx F below the target bound. A similar comparison suggests that DFAC bandwidths lower than x f may be employed for compensating the lateral non-gravitational forces dy F and dz F as well as torque perturbations.
The residual angular acceleration PSD a S resulting from torque compensation must be compatible with attitude and angular rate requirements q S and S ω (see Control Issue 7) . 
Actuator and sensor dynamics and noise

Thruster dynamics and noise
Two types of thrusters are employed to actuate the DFAC (see Figure 7 ):
1) a pair of ion thrusters, j=1,2, in cold redundancy, to counteract the along-track drag dx F in a wide frequency band from DC (altitude keeping) to MBW;
2) eight micro-thrusters, j=1,…,8, to counteract lateral non-gravitational forces dy F and dz F and to track the reference attitude defined by O R . Layout of ion-thrusters (ITA 1 and 2) and micro-thrusters (MTA 1 to 8).
Let u t denote the voltage command of the active ion-thruster and m u the voltage command vector of the micro- 
In Eq. (18) the force vector F has been decomposed into its components. The entries of the right-hand side first matrix depend on thruster geometry, while the prefix Δ indicates entries that should be zero from design. The second diagonal matrix contains the voltage-to-force scale factors. Finally v t and v m denote the thruster noise.
For use in drag-free missions [9] , micro-thruster technology should ensure sub-micronewton noise in the MBW. The target parameters of the noise PSD are listed in Table 5 and the simulated PSD profiles are compared in Figure 8 with the linear acceleration bound of Table 3 . The number and layout of micro-thrusters (see Figure 7 ) enables average and peak thrust to be optimized. The former is proportional to power consumption, in case of electrical thrusters, or to propellant consumption, in case of cold gas. An excessive peak thrust might be very critical also for the forthcoming electrical micro-propulsion. Therefore a further Control Issue must be introduced. 
have to be minimized, H being the longest duration of the gradiometer measurement phases. 
Gradiometer dynamics and noise
As anticipated in Section 2, the accelerometer signal is the restoring voltage of a small proof-mass, driven by digital feedback [23] . A single-degree-of-freedom, simplified state equation of the overall closed-loop dynamics valid from MBW to gradiometer control rate (1 kHz) yields:
where x and v are the proof-mass position and velocity, a is the acceleration to be measured, y is the acceleration measure, w u is the driving electronics noise and w y is the sensor noise. The closed-loop bandwidth is given by ( ) 
The PSD of the linear acceleration noise, given in Figure 9 , agrees with the approximate expression in Eq. (21),
showing an increasing slope at higher frequencies ( 2 f noise). The same effect occurs in angular measurements, but it becomes significant at higher frequencies.
Since gradiometer measures will be transmitted to DFAC at 10Hz c f = , the 2 f noise has to be appropriately filtered in order to avoid aliasing. A closer matching of gradiometer measurements to control strategies would have suggested including anti-aliasing in the DFAC chain, by feeding the latter with gradiometer raw measurements sampled at 1 kHz. On-board constraints prevented that solution, requiring anti-aliasing to be part of the gradiometer processing and raising the following issue. PSD of the gradiometer noise for common-mode (linear) and differential measures (angular).
Control Issue 5. DFAC strategies must be robust against delays and dynamics of the gradiometer and of the relevant data processing. They are aggravated by delays and dynamics of ion and micro-thrusters.
In addition, as Figure 9 shows, gradiometer measures are affected by random drift and bias. Then, the equation of the sampled, real-valued measure l y of the linear acceleration l a can be written as
where the measurement noise is written as the sum of l b (drift and bias) and l v (white and 2 f noise), and i is the gradiometer sampling time (see Table 2 ). A similar equation holds for the angular acceleration measure a y .
Attitude and position measurements
Tracking the local orbital frame (LORF) requires a pair of sensors:
1) CoM inertial position and velocity sensor: two GPS receivers, in cold redundancy, are employed. The vectors p y and v y denote the sampled, real-valued position and velocity measurements, corrupted by the measurement noise vectors r v and v v , respectively, as follows
j being the GPS sampling time (see Table 2 ). 
where 0 s R is the calibrated instrument-to-body transformation, s V is the rotation defined by the instrument calibration errors and noise vector s v (the so-called noise equivalent angle), R is the attitude matrix and k is the star-tracker sampling time (see Table 2 ). Using notations similar to Eq. (7), s V can be approximated as
Timing and error properties of GPS and star tracker measures are summarized in Table 6 (see also 
having assumed rather conservative values as 30m, 0.03m/s r v σ σ = = (see Table 6 ). Equation (25), showing values higher than Table 3 , raises the following issue.
Control Issue 6. The design of the on-line LORF estimator must be such as to recover target accuracy in the MBW. 
2) an upper bound to the cut-off frequency q f of the attitude filter ( )
the cut-off range depending on the attitude component. This raises the following issue.
Control Issue 7. The design of attitude estimator and feedback control must trade off between star tracker noise filtering and gradiometer drift compensation, in order to guarantee attitude and rate accuracies (see Table 3 ) in the frequency region from DC to the MBW.
5 The simplified design model
Main variables and DFAC requirements
The design model is a set of 42 n = discrete-time quasi-linear state equations forced by the thruster command vector 
where ∂P is an input-output causal operator forced by the model output 0 y [11] . It can be interpreted as a fractional error dynamics, expressing in time and frequency domain the dynamic percentage error (see the Appendix).
According to DFAC requirements in Table 3 , the performance variables can be divided into: 
Design model assumptions
The design model is derived from the fine model in Section 4 through a series of assumptions and a careful description of the unknown disturbance class D (see [14] )Any disturbance class is modeled as a quasi-stationary random process forced by a white noise vector w through an asymptotically-stable state matrix ( ) .
Here m=2 is assumed.
The resulting model is decomposed into two sub-models that are closely interconnected: the orbital dynamics and the attitude dynamics. For simplicity's sake, their state equations are in turn split into thruster-to-gradiometer equations l P and a P and spacecraft equations g P and q P , where subscripts a and q refer to attitude, whereas l and g refer to orbit. Figure 10shows the model block diagram, free of the negelcted dynamics. 2) Thruster-to-gradiometer dynamics is approximated by a single-step delay, one for each linear and angular degreeof-freedom. It is the simplest (1 st order) discrete-time dynamics, which is parameter-independent (robust) and dynamically conservative (long delay). In view of Control Issue 5, worst-case unmodelled dynamics have to be defined for the linear and angular measurement channels. They must account for all thruster and gradiometer gain and delay uncertainties.
3) Gradiometer noise. In the fine model (Section 4.3.2) the gradiometer noise of the angular channels is the sum of a high-frequency component a v and of a low-frequency drift a b . The former is treated as the sole gradiometer noise, having a negligible impact on the DFAC performances (see Figure 9 ). The latter, on the contrary, if not adequately compensated by the DFAC, would drift the spacecraft attitude outside the prescribed tolerance. Since drift and bias are not observable from gradiometer measurements, but blend with the environment perturbations a d , the residual angular acceleration a a , at low frequencies, deviates from the real one acting on the spacecraft attitude. Such a deviations is corrected in the design model (see Figure 10 ) by adding an unknown disturbance 
Orbital dynamics
State equations are split into two interconnected parts: (i) those modeling the thruster-to-gradiometer dynamics and (ii) those modelling the spacecraft CoM orbital motion in the inertial frame J R . Interconnection is assured by the residual acceleration l a . Orbital dynamics, although not controlled, determines the reference attitude.
Thruster-to-gradiometer state equation
Let l x be the state vector, of size ( ) 
By neglecting thruster and gradiometer cross-couplings as well as weak non-linear effects, a generic diagonal element of the error dynamics l ∂P , written in fractional form, can be approximated by (see the Appendix)
The coefficients in (33) depend on the thruster and gradiometer scale factor errors, less than 10%, and on the gradiometer anti-aliasing dynamics. The harmonic magnitude is monotonically increasing (see Figure 14 ) and satisfies ( ) ( )
Lower and higher frequency inequalities in Eq. (34) imply model error to increase in percentage from low to higher frequency as expected and to overcome the 100% threshold as the DFAC Nyquist frequency max 0.5 / f T = is approached.
Orbital state equations
The 
where O ω is the average orbital angular rate and the terms like Let g x denote the overall state vector of the orbital dynamics g P , having size ( ) 
with the following notations ( )
The vector g z is the state vector modeling the unstable dynamics of the unknown gravitational perturbations 
Attitude dynamics
Thruster-to-gradiometer dynamics
Let a x be the state vector, of dimension ( ) 
Attitude dynamics
The main assumptions are the following:
1) Dynamic imbalance due to a non-spherical inertia tensor J as in Eq. (14) and gravity gradient torque are not explicitly modeled, but included in a d . This is justified first by their low-frequency resonance, being of the same order of the orbital frequency 0.2 mHz O f ≅ , and second by the bound to angular rates , 30 μrad/s
x z ω ω ≤ (see Table 3 ). Treating them as an unknown disturbance, corresponds to affecting the design model with structured uncertainties, thus requesting stability proof. The latter is guaranteed by providing the attitude state predictor with a sufficient BW not lower than O f . Details are omitted (see [22] 2) The attitude measurement white noise q v accounts for a pair of error sources: the random components S v of the star-tracker errors (the so-called noise equivalent angle) and the LORF orientation error O e . Using matrix notations introduced in Section 4, the attitude error matrix q V can be shown to satisfy
implying the attitude noise statistics depends on the active unit.
Let q x denote the overall state vector of the attitude dynamics q P , having size ( ) 
with the following notations 6 Attitude and drag-free control
Architecture
Digital control design becomes a rather straightforward task, provided that the design model is available. A standard architecture, respecting the conceptual steps mentioned in Section 3, is pursued, including a reference trajectory generator providing the state variables to be tracked (the LORF), state predictors driven by measurements and commands, to provide the one-step prediction of the controllable states and of the unknown disturbances to be rejected, control laws creating the commands as a combination of the trajectory errors and of the known and predicted disturbance terms. When, as in this case, more actuators than necessary are available, the control law is also in charge of distributing the command components to them, according to some optimality criterion. We prefer to speak of state prediction rather than state observer, as the one-step prediction of the state must feed the control law to naturally recover the computation delay.
Here, for simplicity, sensors and actuators are assumed to be sampled at the highest rate 1/T=10 Hz. The microthruster command m u is computed at the highest rate and then dispatched to micro-thrusters at their own rate. GPS and star-tracker measurements, actually sampled at a lower rate, are treated according to a predictor-corrector scheme. The predictor works at the highest rate, the corrector at the measurement rate (see Control Issue 1). Two decomposition patterns are adopted to deal with model complexity.
Hierarchical decomposition. The drag-free control, according to Control Issue 3, should be a wide-band inner feedback loop (gradiometer-to-thruster), which may be designed separately from attitude control. Attitude (and rate) control should rather be a narrow-band outer feedback loop (star-tracker to thrusters) to compensate slowly varying drifts (like gradiometer drift) below certain threshold frequencies, dictated among others by the star-tracker noise. With regard to attitude, such frequencies can be roughly estimated by equating attitude (and rate) target bounds to the PSD computed by integrating the acceleration bound in the MBW. Table 7 shows that such frequencies approach the lower extreme of the MBW, helping to solve Control Issue 6.
Coordinate decomposition. Inner and outer feedback loops can be decomposed into three parallel loops, one for each spacecraft CoM and attitude coordinate. Cross-couplings are treated as known internal disturbances.
The control block-diagram is shown in Figure 11 . Distinction is made between real-valued commands and measures , u y , internal to control algorithms, and their digital values u , to be dispatched to thruster drivers, and y , received from sensors electronics. Block diagram of the attitude and drag-free control.
Reference trajectory generator
The reference trajectory generator is a state predictor estimating the inertial spacecraft CoM position r and velocityv .
Thus, the LORF transformation ˆO R is one-step predicted. The state predictor is a constrained-gain one [11] , taking advantage of the coordinate decomposition and of the error-free kinematics. The key manoeuvre, to improve measurement noise filtering (Control Issue 7) is to constrain the correction vector to the form:
in other words to belong to the range of q G , which is lower than the state space size. In this case, unlike in the attitude state-predictor in Section 7.2, constraining the predictor gain does not jeopardize stability, because of the multivariate measures (position and velocity). The predictor state equation is thus
where , LORF matrix ˆO R and the orbital rate ˆO ω are then computed using equations (7) and (43) respectively. More details can be found in [17] .
Drag-free control law and command distribution
The drag-free control follows by forcing ( 
Exploiting coordinate decomposition, the gain matrix l L includes only nine non-zero gains dependent on the predictor eigenvalue set l Λ . The same is valid also for the angular acceleration predictor.
Attitude state predictor
The attitude predictor is a constrained-gain one [11] , exploiting coordinate decomposition and error-free attitude kinematics. The key manoeuvre for improving measurement noise filtering is the same as that illustrated in Section 6.2 for the LORF generator: to constrain the correction vector, expressed as ( )
, to belong to the range of q G , which is lower than the state space size. This implies the predictor can only be stabilized by a dynamic feedback, i.e. a further loop must be added, including the dynamics of the state vector q e , forced by the output error.
Neglecting the star-tracker delay, the state predictor is as follows . These values appear compatible with the requested closed-loop bandwidth (Control Issue 3). The range assigned to the eigenvalue sets is shown in Table 8 . 
Simulated results
Two main issues concerned the drag-free and attitude control design presented in this paper. The first is the robustness of DFAC accuracy performances faced with spacecraft and environment uncertainties, like mass and inertia variations, thrust misalignments, and thermosphere density variation due to delayed launch (Control Issue 2). Figure 12 and Figure 13show the spectral densities of the residual linear accelerations and of the different attitude variables (angular accelerations, rates and attitude angles), under worst-case spacecraft and environment conditions. They are compared to the target bound profiles defined in Table 3 . Target accuracy is met with a good margin in the most significant region for gradiometer measurements, i.e. from MBW up to / 2 c f . Accuracy appears somewhat critical at low frequencies with regard to cross-axis residual accelerations , ly lz a a . But this is the price to pay for the thrust-peak minimizing strategy (LF strategy) in Section 6.3.
The DC component of the attitude PSD is due to worst-case star-tracker bias. The second issue is the compatibility and sizing of electric micro-propulsion to guarantee the required thrust authority with some margin. Table 9 shows the progressive reduction of the average and peak thrust of the microthruster assembly (Control Issue 4), which may be obtained by applying the LP and LF command distribution strategies.
LF strategy is very effective in peak and average thrust reduction. LP allows a saving of about 25% of propellant/energy. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the DFAC (Drag-Free and Attitude Control) architecture of the European GOCE (Gravity field and steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer) satellite was presented: no transition among the several mission phases is considered, and only the science phase is treated in detail. GOCE aims to determine with high accuracy and spatial resolution the Earth's gravity field, through gravity gradiometry and precise orbit determination: the use of these complementary space techniques was explained and discussed in order to establish the requirements for control purpose.
The DFAC is intended to enable operation of the gradiometer for the mission's scientific goals during the six-month operational phases. The Earth's gravity field must be determined in the measurement bandwidth (5mHz to 100mHz),
where non-gravitational forces must be counteracted down to micronewton, and spacecraft attitude must track the LORF (Local Orbital Reference Frame) with micro-radian accuracy. In the early GOCE design phase, the DFAC was designed using ion and micro-thrusters as actuators. Then electrical micro-propulsion was abandoned as not being mature, renouncing lateral drag-free control and recovering attitude through magnetic control.
Although still critical from a technology standpoint -to the authors' knowledge electrical micro-thrusters have never flown-, all-propulsion DFAC looks to be the only solution for many future scientific and observation missions, Open-loop and closed-loop fractional error dynamics.
